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Abstract: The purpose of the current cross-sectional study was to test the associations between 

individual coping responses to pain, dyadic coping, and perceived social support, with a number 

of pain outcomes, including pain intensity, functional disability, and pain adjustment, in a sample 

of N = 43 patients suffering from chronic pain in Switzerland. In contrast to previous research, 

we were interested not only in specific pain coping but also in more general stress coping strate-

gies and their potential influence on pain outcomes. Analyses were performed using correlation 

and regression analyses. “Praying and hoping” turned out to be an independent predictor of 

higher pain intensity and higher anxiety levels, whereas both “coping self-instructions” and 

“diverting attention” were associated with higher well-being, less feelings of helplessness, and 

less depression and anxiety. We further found a link between “focusing on and venting emo-

tions” and “worse pain adjustment”. No significant relationship between dyadic coping and 

social support with any of our pain outcomes could be observed. Overall, our results indicate 

that individual coping strategies outweigh the effects of social support and dyadic coping on 

pain-related outcomes and pain adjustment. However, results need to be interpreted with cau-

tion given the small sample size.

Keywords: individual coping, dyadic coping, social support, chronic pain

Introduction
Chronic pain is a common, costly, and debilitating health problem posing challenges for 

both health care providers and caregivers.1 Although epidemiological studies provide 

varying estimates of prevalence – depending on pathology, country, assessment method, 

and age group – a recent large-scale telephone survey across 15 European countries 

suggested that around 19% of adult Europeans suffer from moderate to severe chronic 

pain.2 Chronic pain seriously affects the quality of the sufferers’ social and working 

lives by causing cognitive and physical disability, immune dysfunction, depression, 

and social withdrawal.3–6 It has been broadly accepted that the processes underlying 

the development, prognosis, and treatment of chronic pain are of a complex nature 

and can be best explained by a biopsychosocial model, where physiological pathology, 

individual variation in the experience, pain-related coping and management, and the 

social context need to be taken into account.7,8

A number of recent experimental and clinical studies have focused on the nature and 

role of psychosocial factors – and more specifically on individual coping responses to 

pain – to identify new approaches for pain treatment, as well as on potential risk fac-

tors that influence the transition from acute to chronic pain.9–11 In terms of individual 
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coping, researchers have mainly focused on the identification 

of adaptive and maladaptive coping strategies.12 Although 

there seems to be an association between certain coping 

strategies (e.g., acceptance) and adjustment in chronic pain 

patients, experts highlight methodological problems that may 

limit conclusions regarding the strength and nature of these 

relationships.11,13,14 It has therefore been recommended that 

future research should not only focus on the broad dichoto-

mization of adaptive and maladaptive coping strategies but 

also include more specific coping and belief measures by 

relying less on composite constructs, therefore asking for 

the use of more differentiated and psychometrically sound 

measurement instruments.14

Another component within the “biopsychosocial” model 

considered crucial for pain coping is the social component 

that represents the influence of the patient’s immediate social 

context. In terms of dyadic interactions, previous research has 

repeatedly shown how partners’ responses to patients’ behav-

ioral and verbal pain communication can have direct effects 

on pain disability and adjustment.15–17 Similarly, a wealth of 

studies investigating the effects of social support on patients’ 

pain expression and coping have repeatedly underlined the 

crucial influence of the immediate social environment on pain 

outcomes and disability.18–20 Although in a broader context 

study results on dyadic coping and social support consistently 

point toward a significant relationship between the social 

context and pain outcomes, findings on the role and nature 

of the specific mechanisms and relationships often differ 

from study to study and are often contradictory.21–23 Similar 

to research on individual coping, these inconsistencies may 

be due to methodological and conceptual problems, as well 

as operational differences that may limit study conclusions. 

Regarding social support, for example, some studies have 

reported a beneficial effect on patients’ pain management, 

whereas others have suggested that social support may 

negatively impact on patients’ pain coping. Most likely, these 

contradictory findings are due to operational differences, 

where one study might have focused on different modes of 

social support, such as emotional versus instrumental, or on 

different outcomes, such as pain behavior and functional 

behavior. Clearly, a more careful and differentiated investiga-

tion of the various sources and modes of psychosocial pain 

management is needed to get a better understanding on how 

and to what extent individual coping and the social context 

produce effects on pain disability and adjustment.

Aims and hypotheses
The aim of the current study was to address some of the 

current research gaps by more differentially exploring the 

relationship between individual coping, dyadic coping (i.e., 

partner support and joint efforts in dealing with pain), and 

non-partner social support with outcomes of pain, including 

pain disability, pain intensity, and emotional impairment (i.e., 

helplessness, depression, anxiety, and annoyance). In contrast 

to previous research, we specifically differentiated between 

dyadic coping and non-partner social support and further 

took into account a range of pain-related and general coping 

and belief measures, as well as different modes and aspects 

of dyadic coping and social support. Within these study 

aims, and based on previous research, we hypothesized that 

1) adaptive general coping strategies, including active cop-

ing, planning, acceptance, humor, positive reinterpretation 

and growth, and suppression of competing activities, would 

be associated with lower levels of pain outcomes (i.e., pain 

disability, pain intensity, and emotional impairment), whereas 

maladaptive general coping strategies, including mental 

disengagement, religious coping, substance use, denial, and 

focus on and venting of emotions, would be associated with 

higher levels. 2) Supportive dyadic coping, common dyadic 

coping, and stress communication would be associated with 

lower levels of pain outcomes, whereas negative dyadic cop-

ing would be associated with higher levels. 3) Functional 

social support, emotional support, instrumental support, and 

social integration would be associated with lower levels of 

pain outcomes.

Methods
Sample and study design
The current study represents a correlative, cross-sectional 

study conducted in Switzerland in collaboration with the 

Rehabilitation Centre Leukerbad and the Montana Clinic 

in Bern. The study was promoted by the psychotherapists 

working at the clinics, as well as through on-site advertise-

ments (flyers) and word-of-mouth recommendation (e.g., 

working staff who had been informed about the study). 

Patients meeting the inclusion criteria were handed out a 

set of questionnaires by their psychotherapist, usually at the 

beginning of their stay at the clinic. Interested patients were 

provided with a personal feedback by their psychotherapist, 

as well as a written feedback relating to the study results by 

the principal investigator at the end of the study. No incen-

tives were given.

To be eligible to participate in the study, patients had to 

be aged ≥18 years, suffer from pain for at least 6 months 

(i.e., chronic pain), currently be in a committed relationship 

for at least 12 months, and speak and understand German. 

Excluded were patients suffering from chronic pain due 

to a terminal illness such as cancer. Ethical approval was 
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obtained from the Ethics Committee of the University of 

Zurich, Department of Psychology and all participants pro-

vided written informed consent for this study. The study was 

further in line with ethical guidelines of the Swiss Society of 

Psychology. In the end, a total of 43 male and female patients 

were included in the study, of which N = 36 were recruited 

via the Rehabilitation Centre Leukerbad, and N = 7 via the 

Montana Clinic in Bern.

Materials
All data – apart from sociodemographic information that was 

collected using self-constructed questions – were assessed 

using standardized and validated self-report questionnaires.

The Coping Strategies Questionnaire (CSQ)
The CSQ is a commonly applied instrument to assess a 

patient’s self-rated use of cognitive and behavioral strategies 

to cope with pain.24 The instrument consists of 50 items, com-

prising the six subscales of ignoring pain, reinterpretation of 

pain, diverting attention, coping self-statements, catastrophiz-

ing, praying/hoping, increasing activity levels, and increasing 

pain behaviors. Response options are on a 7-point Likert-type 

scale ranging from 0 (never do that) to 6 (always do that), 

indicating how frequently the strategy is used to cope with 

pain. Each subscale yields a maximum score of 36 that can be 

computed by summing up all subscale-specific items. Previ-

ous validation studies have found good internal consistencies 

(e.g., ranging from 0.71 to 0.85), as well as evidence for the 

construct validity of the CSQ in various chronic pain popula-

tions.24,25 Studies investigating the underlying factor structure 

of the CSQ have yielded inconsistent and differing results.24,26 

Internal consistencies in the current study were adequate to 

good for all subscales (α ranging from 0.71 to 0.85) apart 

from increasing pain behaviors and catastrophizing, which 

consequently were not considered in the subsequent analyses.

The Measure of Coping Styles and Strategies (COPE)
The widely applied COPE self-report questionnaire is a 

60-item measure that yields 15 subscales designed to assess 

a broad range of active versus avoidant coping responses.27 

Coping strategies refer to the behavioral and psychological 

efforts that people employ to master and minimize stress-

ful events. Subscales include positive reinterpretation and 

growth, mental disengagement, focus on and venting of 

emotions, use of instrumental social support, active coping, 

denial, religious coping, humor, behavioral disengage-

ment, restraint, use of emotional social support, substance 

use, acceptance, suppression of competing activities, and 

 planning. Because of the use of more specific questionnaires 

assessing social support (which is given in the following 

sections), the scales’ use of instrumental social support and 

emotional social support were not included in this study. 

Ratings were made on a 5-point Likert-type scale, ranging 

from “I usually don’t do this at all” (1) to “I usually do this 

a lot” (4). The initial study exploring the psychometric prop-

erties of the questionnaire has found internal consistencies 

ranging from α = 0.45–0.92, test–retest reliabilities ranging 

from 0.46 to 0.86, and strong evidence of discriminant and 

convergent validity, with constructs such as hardiness, opti-

mism, control, and self-esteem.27 Internal consistencies in the 

current study ranged from α = 0.19 for mental disengagement 

to α = 0.93 for religious coping.

The Social Support Questionnaire – Short Form
Perceived social support was measured by a 22-item short 

version of the widely used German Social Support Ques-

tionnaire.28 The questionnaire produces three composite 

scores that reflect an individual’s 1) perceived emotional 

support (e.g., I have friends or family members who listen 

to me when I want to talk about a problem), 2) perceived 

practical support (e.g., I can borrow anything I need from 

friends or neighbors), and 3) perception of social integra-

tion (e.g., there is a group of people to whom I belong to 

and with whom I meet regularly). The subscales’ emotional 

support and practical support can be further summed up 

to produce an overall score. Response options are on a 

5-point Likert-type scale ranging from “not at all” (1) to 

“very much” (5). Previous validation studies have reported 

good psychometric properties. Internal consistencies in the 

current sample were high with Cronbach’s α ranging from 

0.94 to 0.93.

The German Pain Coping Questionnaire (FESV-BW)
The FESV-BW was used for the measurement of pain-related 

psychological impairment (i.e., helplessness, depression, 

anxiety, and annoyance).29 The questionnaire also assessed 

cognitive pain coping and behavioral pain coping, which 

were not used in the current study. Ratings are given on a 

6-point Likert-type scale ranging from “I don’t agree” (1) 

to “I completely agree” (6). The scales of the FESV range 

from 4 to 24; higher values represent a higher degree of 

expression of the content of the scale. A number of studies 

have found good psychometric properties of the scale, with 

high test–retest reliabilities, as well as good convergent and 

discriminant validity.29 Internal consistencies of the three 

subscales in our study ranged from α = 0.80–0.84.
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The Pain Disability Index (PDI)
The PDI is a brief instrument developed to assess self-reported, 

pain-related disability across seven areas of life activity: fam-

ily/home, recreation, social, occupation, sexual, self-care, life 

support, and average.30 Participants use a 0 (no disability) to 

10 (total disability) numeric rating scale to rate the degree of 

impairment. A German version of the PDI has been developed 

by Dillman et al,31 which showed good internal consistency of 

the overall score (α = 0.86) and sufficient validity.

The German Pain Questionnaire (GPQ)
To assess pain-anamnestic information, including duration 

and frequency of pain episodes, and typical pain intensity 

(in the past 3 months), several items were taken from a 

questionnaire developed by Leidig.32 For the latter, patients 

were asked to rate the current and typical pain intensity on a 

numerical Visual Analog Scale (VAS) ranging from 0 to 100 

(no pain at all to worst pain imaginable). Both scales were 

then added up and divided by 2 to provide a pain intensity 

summary score. VAS has shown to be a useful tool in pain 

diagnostics, providing good sensitivity and high validity.33

The Dyadic Coping Questionnaire (FDCT-N)
The FDCT-N, a prior version of the dyadic coping inventory 

(DCI) was used to assess the quality and frequency of dyadic 

coping based on Bodenmann’s34,35 systemic transactional 

model (STM) of coping processes in couples. It focuses on 

stress communication, as well as response reactions, taking into 

account supportive dyadic coping of the partner, common or 

joint dyadic coping, and negative dyadic coping. The measure 

consists of 39 items assessing three components of the STM: 

stress communication (i.e., how often the partners solicit 

support from each other when they are feeling stressed), the 

partner’s dyadic coping responses to the other’s stress signals 

(i.e., support responses – what the partner usually does when 

noticing that the other is experiencing stress), and mutual or 

common dyadic coping (i.e., what the partners do together to 

manage stress). Moreover, the scale provides two additional 

items to evaluate the efficacy of dyadic coping (item 40) and 

partners’ satisfaction with it. All 41 items are responded to on a 

Likert-type 5-point scale ranging from “never” to “very often”. 

The psychometric properties of the questionnaire have been 

examined and evaluated as very good.34 Internal consistencies 

of the DCI in the current study ranged from α = 0.74 to 0.90.

Statistical analyses
Distributional properties of the different subscales were 

checked by visual inspection and Kolmogorov–Smirnov 

test. Non-normal distributed scales (the COPE scales humor, 

substance abuse, and restraint, the CSQ subscale ignoring 

pain) were either root, square root, or log transformed. First, 

to examine the relationship between our variables of inter-

est, bivariate Pearson’s correlation analyses were conducted. 

Bonferroni correction was used to account for the effects 

of multiple testing. Second, to investigate the independent 

effects of the various individual coping strategies, stepwise 

forward multiple linear regression models were conducted 

separately for the dependent pain outcome variables (i.e., 

pain disability, pain intensity, and pain-related helplessness, 

depression, anxiety, and annoyance). Only the COPE and 

CSQ subscales showing internal consistencies of α > 0.60 

were included in the analyses; therefore, the CSQ subscale 

of increasing pain behavior and the COPE subscale of mental 

disengagement, active coping, and restraint were not included. 

For all analyses, a p-value of <0.05% was considered statisti-

cally significant, unless stated otherwise. Data handling and 

analyses were performed using SPSS version 12 (IBM Corp., 

Armonk, NY USA).

Results
Sample and pain characteristics
A total of 33 female and 10 male patients, aged between 27 

and 71 years (M = 51.8, SD = 10.8) were included in the 

current study (Table 1). The average relationship duration 

was 24.2 years (SD = 12.8; range: 3–48), and 35 patients 

were married. The chronic pain diagnoses showed some 

heterogeneity with fibromyalgia (FM) being the most com-

mon complaint (16 individuals), followed by back and neck 

pain (nine) and somatoform pain (eight). Other complaints 

included arthritis and osteoporosis. A total of 10 patients 

reported more than one pain diagnosis. The average dura-

tion of chronic pain was 14.2 years (SD = 12.8; range: 

0.6–47 years). A total of 32 individuals reported daily pain, 

eight had pain on several days of the week, and two reported 

pain approximately once a week. The average pain intensity 

was M = 70 (SD = 16; range: 13–100) with 11 (35%) patients 

complaining about a very high pain intensity (80–100 on the 

VAS), and two-thirds (65%) about a high pain intensity (VAS, 

60–80). Pain disability was perceived lowest in the area of 

self-care and life support. Across all other areas, disability 

was perceived to be more or less equal with an average of 

M = 4.9 (SD = 2; range: 0.9–8.1). In terms of  psychological 

 well-being,  pain-related helplessness and depression (M = 

3.3; SD = 1.1; range: 1–5.4) was found to be highest com-

pared to anxiety (M = 3.0; SD = 1.2; range: 1–5.3) and 

annoyance (M = 2.9; SD = 1.2; range: 1–5.8).
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Bivariate correlation analyses
Individual coping
Significant relationships between the individual pain-

related coping strategies “self-instructions” and “diverting 

attention” with helplessness and depression (r = −0.45 and 

−0.42, respectively; p < 0.001 for both) and anxiety could be 

observed (r = −0.31, p < 0.05 and −0.25, p < 0.1; Table 2). In 

contrast, “praying and hoping” was associated with higher 

levels of pain disability (r = 0.20, p < 0.1), higher pain 

intensity (r = 0.41, p < 0.001), and more anxiety (r = 0.36, 

p < 0.005). In terms of general individual coping strategies, 

the maladaptive strategies of “focus and  venting of emo-

tions” were significantly associated with higher levels of 

 helplessness and depression (r = 0.50 and 0.52, p < 0.001 

for both), anxiety (r = 0.46 and 0.57, p < 0.001 for both) 

and annoyance (r = 0.6, p < 0.001 for focus on and venting 

of emotions; Table 2). Only the adaptive strategy of “accep-

tance” was associated with significantly less helplessness 

and depression (r = −0.31, p < 0.001), anxiety (r = −0.40, 

p < 0.001), and annoyance (r = −0.44, p < 0.001). Apart from 

“religious coping” (r = 0.26, p < 0.001), no coping strategy 

was associated with pain intensity. Similarly, for pain dis-

ability, only statistical trends (suppression of competing 

activities and focus on and venting of emotions) could be 

observed (Table 2).

Dyadic coping
In terms of dyadic coping, no statistically significant cor-

relations could be found, but several trends were observed. 

Partner’s “encouragement and distraction”, for example, as 

well as supportive dyadic coping and stress communication, 

were marginally associated with higher pain disability, and 

negative dyadic coping was associated with higher pain-

related anxiety and annoyance (r’s ranging from 0.21 to 0.25; 

p < 0.1 for all; Table 2). None of the dyadic coping strategies 

showed any relationship with pain intensity or pain-related 

helplessness and depression.

Social support
Similar to dyadic coping, no statistically significant correla-

tions between social support and any of the pain outcomes 

could be detected apart from two statistical trends, with 

chronic pain patients with more “social integration” also 

reporting less pain disability and less pain-related anxiety 

(r = −0.20 and −0.21, respectively; p < 0.1 for both; Table 2).

Stepwise multiple regression analyses
Pain disability
In the stepwise regression models, none of the pain-related 

or general coping strategies (CSQ, COPE), nor any aspects 

of partner or social support, turned out to be an independent 

predictor of pain disability (Table 3).

Pain intensity
The pain-related coping strategy of praying and hoping turned 

out to be the sole independent predictor of higher pain intensity 

(β = 5.5, p < 0.01), explaining 13% of the variation (Table 3).

Helplessness and depression, anxiety, and annoyance
Coping self-instructions and diverting attention were asso-

ciated with less feelings of helplessness and depression 

(β = −0.30, p < 0.05 and β = −0.56, p < 0.001, respectively), 

Table 1 Sociodemographic information of a sample of N = 43 
pain patients

Variable Percentage

Gender
Female 76.7
Male 23.3

Age (years)
20−29 2.3

30−39 9.3

40−49 25.6

50−59 41.9

60−69 16.3

70−79 4.7
Marital status

Single 4.7
Married 81.4
Divorced 11.6
Widowed 2.3

Relationship duration (years)
0−9 16.3

10−19 20.9

20−29 30.2

30−39 16.3

40−49 16.3
Living situation

With partner 51.2
With partner and child 46.5
Alone with child 2.3

Education (highest achieved, Ausbildung)
Primary school 20.9
Secondary school 7
Apprenticeship 51.2
Gymnasium/college 14
University 7

Employment (full versus part-time), %
0 53.5
10 2.3
30−40 4.7

50−60 16.3

70−80 9.3

90−100 14.0
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Table 2 Results from the correlational analyses between individual coping, dyadic coping, and social support and various pain outcomes

Pain disability Pain intensity Helplessness and depression Anxiety Annoyance

Individual coping (CSQ and COPE)
Ignoring pain −0.23* −0.10 −0.03 −0.06 −0.27**

Coping self-instructions −0.17 0.04 −0.45**** −0.31** −0.21*

Praying/hoping 0.20* 0.41*** 0.17 0.36*** 0.19
Diverting attention 0.15 0.17 −0.42*** −0.25* 0.06
Reinterpretation of pain −0.05 −0.08 −0.09 −0.06 0.05
Increasing activity levels 0.12 0.10 −0.22* −0.02 0.16
CSQ summary score −0.12 −0.04 −0.37*** −0.27** −0.14
Planning −0.05 −0.16 0.00 −0.07 0.07
Suppression of competing activities 0.22* 0.08 0.25* 0.10 0.23*

Positive reinterpretation and growth 0.18 0.07 −0.22* −0.12 −0.20*

Acceptance −0.07 −0.03 −0.31** −0.40*** −0.44***

Humor −0.09 −0.06 0.01 0.07 −0.00
Substance use −0.09 0.04 0.19 0.18 0.34**

Focus on and venting of emotions 0.22* −0.05 0.52**** 0.57**** 0.64****

Denial −0.00 0.16 0.13 0.22* 0.18
Religious coping 0.10 0.26** 0.06 0.20* 0.14
COPE summary score −0.11 −0.19 −0.41*** −0.47*** −0.41***

Dyadic coping (FDCT) 
Supportive dyadic coping of the partner 0.25* 0.00 0.01 −0.12 0.02
Supportive dyadic coping of the patient 0.17 0.12 −0.08 −0.06 −0.03
Mutual dyadic coping 0.17 0.01 −0.10 −0.14 −0.09
Stress communication 0.22* −0.15 0.07 0.03 0.14
Negative dyadic coping 0.03 −0.10 0.15 0.21* 0.22*

FDCT summary score 0.25* 0.00 0.01 −0.12 0.02
Social support

Emotional support −0.03 0.13 −0.04 −0.17 −0.15
Practical support −0.14 −0.04 0.02 −0.15 −0.14
Social Integration −0.20* −0.10 −0.05 −0.21* −0.17
Social support summary score −0.07 0.07 −0.02 −0.17 −0.15

Notes: *p-value <0.1; **p-value <0.05; ***p-value <0.01; ****p-value <0.001.
Abbreviation: CSQ, Coping Strategies Questionnaire.

Table 3 Results from the multivariate regression model

Coping strategy Pain intensity Helplessness/
depression

Anxiety Annoyance

Coefficient (95% CI), p-value
Pain-related individual  
coping (CSQ)

R2; adjusted R2 0.153; 
0.133

0.331; 
0.297

0.290; 
0.255

−0.302  
(−0.584 to −0.020) 

0.036 −

Praying/hoping 5.448  
(1.429−9.461)

0.009 0.501  
(0.218−0.784) 

0.001 −

Diverting attention −0.561  
(−0.976 to −0.146) 

0.009 −0.600  
(−1.026 to 0.174)

0.007 −

General individual  
coping (COPE)

R2; adjusted R2 0.165; 
0.145

0.207; 
0.180

0.412; 
0.383

Substance use 0.390  
(0.090−0.689)

0.012

Focus on and venting of 
emotions

0.611  
(0.178−1.044)

0.007 0.708  
(0.271−1.145)

0.002 0.852  
(0.468−1.236)

0.000

Note: Only significant results are given.
Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; CSQ, Coping Strategies Questionnaire.
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together explaining 33% of outcome variation (Table 3). 

“Focusing on and venting emotions”, however, seem to 

lead to more feelings of helplessness and depression (β 

= 0.61, p < 0.01), explaining 16% of the variance. It also 

turned out to be an independent predictor of higher levels 

of anxiety (β = 0.708, p < 0.001) and annoyance (β = 0.852, 

p < 0.001). Together with “substance abuse” (β = 0.39, p 

< 0.05), it explained 41% of the variance in annoyance 

(Table 3). In addition to focusing on and venting emotions, 

the pain-related coping strategies of praying and hoping and 

diverting attention were also related to anxiety, with the first 

one leading to higher levels (β = 0.51, p = 0.001), and the 

latter one to lower levels (β = −0.60, p < 0.005), together 

explaining 33% of the variance in anxiety. No significant 

explanation of variance by social support or dyadic coping 

could be detected.

Discussion
The purpose of the current study was to investigate the links 

between individual coping, dyadic coping, and social support 

with a set of pain outcomes to identify potential predictors 

of chronic pain adjustment that might serve as a basis for 

more clearly focused and targeted approaches to multifaceted 

pain management. In contrast to previous research, we were 

interested not only in specific pain coping but also in more 

general stress coping strategies and their potential influence 

on pain outcomes. According to our central hypothesis, we 

postulated that apart from pain-specific coping, individual 

coping in general, as well as dyadic coping and social support, 

would be associated with well-being and pain adjustment in 

chronic pain patients, with adaptive coping strategies and 

functional partner support leading to higher well-being and 

maladaptive coping strategies and dysfunctional partner 

support showing impairing effects on pain adjustment and 

well-being.

Pain-specific and general individual coping
Overall, our initial hypotheses were only partially supported. 

In terms of pain-specific coping strategies, praying and 

hoping turned out to be an independent predictor of higher 

pain intensity and higher anxiety levels, whereas coping 

self-instructions and diverting attention were both associated 

with higher well-being with less feelings of helplessness 

and depression and anxiety. These findings are somewhat 

in accordance with numerous previous studies repeatedly 

demonstrating a relationship – though not always consistent 

in terms of the negative versus positive nature of this relation-

ship – between praying and hoping and pain adjustment.36–39 

Although we were able to replicate a negative association in 

our study, the clinical value of this finding remains unclear. 

Boothby et al,37 for example, suggested that people may have 

the tendency to hope and pray more often when they are 

doing particularly badly, rather than praying/hoping leading 

to lower well-being. Clearly, longitudinal studies assessing 

coping strategies and their importance in the transition from 

acute to chronic pain are needed to address this question and 

to shed light on the nature and direction of this link. Similarly, 

mixed are the previous insights gained about the usefulness 

of coping self-instructions. Although coping self-instructions 

(e.g., I tell myself that I can handle this pain) are often taught 

in multidisciplinary treatment settings, it has been argued 

that these strategies remain inefficient under certain circum-

stances, for example, when reported pain intensity levels are 

high.40,41 Furthermore, the effects of coping self-instructions 

may be mediated by other psychological factors such as 

self-efficacy and similar psychological traits and beliefs.42 

Clearly, a better understanding of such potential mediators 

is needed to understand the potential role and efficacy of 

coping self-instruction in the management of chronic pain.

Our finding of a positive association of diverting atten-

tion adds to the numerous inconsistent study findings.37,40,43–45 

In our study, diverting attention led to less feelings of 

helplessness and depression, as well as to less pain-related 

anxiety. It has, however, been suggested that the link might 

be moderated by pain characteristics such as intensity and 

acuity.44,45 Similarly, it is possible that patients with a bet-

ter psychological setup have less problems in applying this 

specific coping strategy.

Noteworthy is the fact that we were able to observe signifi-

cant links not only between pain-specific coping strategies but 

also between more general coping tendencies and pain out-

comes. While a large number of studies have investigated the 

role of pain-related coping strategies, the amount of research 

focusing on the importance of general coping strategies in the 

management of chronic pain has been smaller. In this study, 

we found that the more frequent use of the general coping 

strategies of focusing on and venting emotions turned out 

to be associated with poorer pain adjustment, especially in 

terms of helplessness and depression, anxiety, and annoyance. 

According to our results, emotion-oriented coping strategies 

seem to be less useful in the management of pain-associated 

emotional expression, whereas they did not seem to be linked 

with pain perception and expression per se.

In addition, a relationship between substance abuse and 

annoyance could be detected. This is in accordance with 

our hypothesis suggesting that maladaptive general cop-

ing strategies would be associated with poorer pain-related 

health outcomes.
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Social support and dyadic coping
Contrary to our hypothesis, no significant relationship 

between dyadic coping – neither positive nor negative – 

and any of our pain outcomes could be observed. The same 

picture emerged for all facets of social support, including 

emotional and practical support, as well as perception of 

social integration. While these might represent true find-

ings, it is equally possible that the relatively small sample 

size might have lead to low statistical power which would 

explain some of the statistical trends that we were able to 

observe, which however, did not reach statistical signifi-

cance. One such trend, for example, showed that individuals 

who were better integrated socially complained about less 

pain disability and pain-related anxiety. This is somewhat 

in accordance with findings from a study by Jamison and 

Virts19 who found that chronic pain patients (N = 521) who 

lived closer to their family members and had a bigger family 

circle showed more adequate pain management compared 

to patients with a smaller family network. Similarly, find-

ings from a study by Evers et al22 conducted on 91 arthritis 

patients suggested that a bigger social network (therefore, 

better social integration) showed a significant link with pain 

duration and better mobility 1 year after baseline assessment. 

Overall, better social integration seems to have a more long-

term improving effect on the functional impairment that 

chronic pain can cause.

Interestingly, in terms of dyadic coping, supportive 

dyadic coping, as well as “encouragement and distraction” 

was associated with more pain disability. This is consistent 

with findings from studies resting on the operant behavioral 

model of pain suggesting that partners who are too help-

ful and sympathetic may provoke an increase in pain and 

disability in their partner.46–48 According to our hypothesis, 

negative dyadic coping showed a marginal association with 

more pain-related anxiety and annoyance. Only one study 

so far has investigated the effects of supportive and negative 

dyadic coping, according to the classification proposed by 

Bodenmann.49 This study has mainly focused on the associa-

tion between supportive dyadic coping and pain outcomes, 

whereas negative dyadic coping has not been investigated 

so far. Previous studies exploring the relationships between 

punishing partner behavior (e.g., critic and anger) on pain 

adjustment have, however, found significant effects on worse 

psychological well-being and increased pain and disability.50 

Larger studies are needed to confirm these results.

Pain-related outcomes
While the assessed coping variables were able to jointly 

explain around 33% of variation in comorbid helplessness 

and depression, and even 41% of the variance in annoyance, 

none of the included individual nor dyadic coping strategies 

explained any of the variation in reported pain disability and 

only little (13%) in pain intensity. These findings highlight the 

fact that other – within the context of this study not assessed 

– biopsychosocial factors may play a role in successful pain 

management or that they mediate the relationship between 

coping and pain adjustment. Such potential moderators or 

causative factors should be the target of future studies investi-

gating the predictors of adjustment to chronic pain, eventually 

leading to a more holistic understanding of the mechanisms 

underlying chronic pain expression and management.

Limitations
The current results have to be interpreted in view of a number 

of limitations. Due to the cross-sectional nature of the study 

design, we were only able to report on associations without 

any information regarding the direction of causality. Our 

chronic pain patient group was relatively heterogeneous, and 

it is therefore possible that different coping strategies may 

produce different outcomes depending on the condition/diag-

nosis. Future studies should consider investigating individual 

and dyadic coping, as well as the influence of social support 

in more homogenous chronic pain populations. Furthermore, 

bigger sample sizes should be warranted to produce bigger 

effect sizes and to ensure higher statistical power. Due to 

the small sample size of our study, our results can mainly be 

viewed as trends and should be interpreted with caution, espe-

cially in terms of the regression analyses, which were most 

likely underpowered. Therefore, future studies should make 

an extra effort in using larger datasets. Similarly, because of 

the small sample and low power, we were not able to control 

for the effects of certain factors such as relationship duration 

which could have a potential moderating effect on our inves-

tigated associations and the various coping strategies and on 

social support. Finally, results cannot be extrapolated to other 

ethnicities or races since research has consistently highlighted 

the existence of race differences in some pain coping strate-

gies, such as praying and hoping (e.g., more often used in 

African Americans compared to Caucasians).51,52

Conclusion
Our results indicate that individual coping strategies out-

weigh the effects of social support and dyadic coping on 

pain-related outcomes and pain adjustment. Findings further 

show that apart from pain-related individual coping, more 

general coping strategies can have a significant impact on 

a patient’s well-being and pain perception. Future studies 

should consider more in-depth exploration of individual 
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coping strategies and their role in pain management. In terms 

of clinical practice, our results suggest that general coping 

strategies should be assessed as part of the patient evaluation 

and that maladaptive strategies should be minimized.
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